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I am honored to welcome you in Dnipro! 

"This is a city where brave and ambitious people carry out world-class projects. Our 
history is several centuries old. We have gone through wars and numerous trials, but 
every time we rebuilt our city and became stronger. Today, Dnipro is the center of the 
space industry of Ukraine, the center of Ukrainian metal industry and mechanical 
engineering, a strategic transport hub, and an environment friendly to the IT-community 
and creative industries.

We love our city and proud of it and see opportunities for further development. Our 
strategic geographical location, glorious industrial history, natural and human potential - all 
these are resources for international business in the Dnipro.

We are an open, multicultural, modern, ambitious and European city.

Attracting foreign capital to the Dnipro is my personal ambition. As mayor, I promise you 
the full support and policy of absolute openness on the part of all city services. I am 
deeply convinced that the development of multiculturalism and international projects 
aimed at integrating Dnipro into the world economy is the key to a better future for my 
hometown. It is a great honor for me to invite you to be a part of these changes."

Faithfully yours,
Borys Filatov, 

mayor of the Dnipro.
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History

The city arose on the basis of the system of cossack settlements in 1524 Stara Samar

Novyy Kodak Staryy Kodak

Commodity seals

Coins

Strong transit trade with Hansa League, Holland, Ottoman Empire and Poland in XVI-XVIII 
centuries
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Сильна транзитна торгівля з Ганзою, Голландією, 
Отоманскою Імперією і Польщею у XVI-XVIII ст.

Staryy Kodak
Kodak Fortress is located on the right bank of the Dnipro 
River in the village of Staryy Kodak, built in 1635. This 
fortress appeared on European maps immediately after its 
construction. Its value was that it was built in front of the 
first rapid of the Dnipro River, which allowed controlling the 
strategic route from the Zaporozhian Sich to the well-
developed Ukrainian lands. Today, most of it has been 
destroyed by a granite quarry operated during the Soviet 
era.
However, part of the Kodak Fortress was saved.

Stara Samar - a settlement that emerged in the first quarter of the XVI century to service the trade route across 
the river Samara. It was used for transit trade, and this fact is confirmed by Polish, Hanseatic, Dutch, and 
Russian, Tatar and Turkish coins, seals, things and more. Archaeologists have already discovered many living 
spaces, a tavern and a church. The remains of a powerful fortress, built by Hetman Ivan Mazepa in 1688 and 
reconstructed in the 1730s, have survived to the present day.
Since 2015, this area is actively developing. It hosts activities such as festivals of traditional culture, the City 
Day. Remains of houses, coins and weapons were found here. In order to make this all heritage accessible to 
tourists, it is planned to create 3D models and place it on the Internet, as well as in special information kiosks.

Stara Samar

Stara Samar
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Тhe Saviour`s Transfiguration Cathedral

At the end of XVIII century Russian Empire planned to create here its third southern 
capital and forpost 

First plan of Katerinoslav city

In the XIX century Katerinoslav city used to be the centure of province of Russian 
Empire with no industry.

Governor's House

History
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Спасо-Преображенський кафедральнй собор

У кінці XVIII століття Російська імперія планувала створити тут свою третю південну 
столицю і форпост

Перший план міста Катеринослава

У XIX столітті місто Катеринослав було центром губернії Російської Імперії без 
промисловості

Будинок Губернатора

Історія
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The rampant take-off of the city starts from the end of XIX century. Alexander Paul 
discovered iron ore and built the railway

Alexander Paul
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Hundreds of years passed and finally the burial 
ground of the founding father of the Dnipro, 
Alexander Paul, an honorary citizen of the city, who 
changed his course forever, was discovered. The 
remains of Alexander Paul were found, studied and 
honored through a reburial ceremony. 

Amur Bridge, Dnipro
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Factories of the time of "iron fever"

Belgian tram

"Iron fever": experiencing quick growth due to German, French and Belgian investment, 
iron and steel became the main industry of the city

History



During the Second World War, fierce fighting was taking place in the city

Hotel "Ukraine" 1941 2021

Amur Bridge 1941 2021
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 From 1950th  the city became the center of rocket-building industry of the Soviet Union 

Rocket «Satan»

Main Office Building Yuzhmash Factory

After Ukraine became independent, Yuzhmash company started developing space 
rockets, including joint project with USA “Sea Launch”

14

"Sea Launch"

History





In 2014, Dnipro city opposed Russian supported 
hybrid war and rightfully earned the title of 
forepost of Ukraine. The inhabitants of the city 
are real patriots who still defend the 
independence of Ukraine.



У 2014 році Дніпро разом зі всією Україною
виступив проти російської агресії на Донбасі
та по праву заслужив звання форпосту України.
Мешканці міста — справжні патріоти, 
які і сьогоді захищають незалежність 
України.

Dnipro 
Today

Landscape of the city Dnipro
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Dnipro at the Glance

Dnipro Key Facts

Distance to Kyiv - 465 km
Area -405 km2
Population  - 966 400 thousand 
Universities – 10 institutions
Age - 35 % of population is from 20 to 40 
11 business centers
1 500 m2 of retail space 

12,2 % of the GNP of Ukraine 
16 % of total exports of Ukraine 
1 200 large and medium-sized companies 
240 of them are industrial 
25 % of the region's total industrial products

Dnipro Industrial

Steel industry: 12 large and medium-sized 
enterprises 
Engineering: aviation, mine hydraulics, special 
electric drives
Chemical and processing industry: 
гаге gases production, battery production 
Light industry: high quality sewing, 
food industry 
Food industry: sun�ower oil

Aerospace
Serial production, the most environmentally 
friendly rocket carriers in the world 
Telecommunication and remote sensing 
satellites
Participation in projects of ANTARES and 
Alcantara  High-end devices and systems
Ultramodern centers for the development of 
rocket and satellite engines

IT-OUTSOURCING: 7000 employed, ТОР-3 

Dnipro Innovative

Dnipro Touristic

67 hotels
20 shopping and entertainment complexes 
460 cafes
22 nightclubs

The main arena of Ukraine in canoeing 
and kayaking 
862 m of саblеwау for water skiing and 
wakeboarding

Sport

Landscape of the city Dnipro
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Economy

Powerful Industrial Potential Twin Cities Agreements

Foreign Trade Consulates
Consulate General of Germany 
Honorary Consulate of the RepuЬlic of Lithuania 
Honorary Consulate of the Republic of Austria 
Honorary Consulate of Czech Republic 
Honorary Consulate of Romania
Honorary Consulate of Federative Republic of Brazil 
Honorary Consulate of Republic of Latvia 
French Cultural Center "Аlliance française" 
Representation of Nativ in the Dnipropetrovsk region

Vilnius

Herzliya

Dalian

Xian

Zilina

Kutaisi

Zugdidi

Durham

Saloniki

Tashkent

Szczecin

Szolnok

Bern 

Lithuania 

Israel

China

China 

Slovakia 

Georgia 

Georgia

Canada

Greece 

Uzbekistan 

Poland 

Hungary 

Switzerland 

lndustrial enterprises produce 6 % of all industrial products 
of Ukraine
The basis of the city's industry is the metallurgy (12 large 
and middle enterprises). The metallurgical complex 
produces 6,2 % of the total production volume of the 
ferrous metallurgy of Ukraine
The city's machine-building and metal-processing 
industries produce 10,5 % of the national production 
volume of the machine-building complex
7 enterprises of the city's chemical industry produce 7,5 % 
of the total production volume of chemical and 
petrochemical industry of Ukraine
The city's light, food and processing industries produce 
foodstuffs in volume of 5,6 % of the total production of 
Ukraine
The city's building complex is оn the second place in 
Ukraine: 150 building organizations, 56 design companies

The city has foreign economic activity almost with 
130 countries of the world. 
The volume of export-import operations is over 
7 % of the external turnover of Ukraine
The volume of export in 2016 is 1,3 USD Ьillion 
The volume of import in 2016 is 1,9 USD Ьillion

Landscape of the city Dnipro





Dnipro is a great educational
center for thousands of students from 
all over Ukraine and all around the 
world

Oles Honchar National University
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Education

Scientific Library

Municipal educational institution 
"Secondary school № 31" of the Dnipro 
City Council

Municipal educational institution "Educational association № 136" Classical gymnasium named after Cyril and Methodius -
primary school - preschool educational institution - valeological center "of the Dnipro City Council

Dnipro is а major educational centre in Ukraine and is home to two of Ukraine's top-ten universities. 

10 universities 
181 educational institutions among them schools, gymnasiums and boarding schools 
203 preschool educational establishments
Numerous out-of-school institutions such as youth clubs and centers



The Most Renowned Universities of Dnipro:

Dnipro University of Technology 
National University of Railway Transport
Alfred Nobel University
Oles Honchar National University 
National Metallurgical Academy Of Ukraine

Dnipro University of Technology
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One of Dnipro city's points of pride is its higher education. It has a long and rich history. Its students, graduates 
and academics have long been known and appreciated worldwide, especially in the following areas: space 
programme, creation of energy-saving and environmentally friendly technologies in mining, metallurgy, 
chemical industry, construction, agriculture. 

Currently, there are 100 thousand students in all higher education establishments of Dnipro.

In 2017 Ukraine's Higher Education system was ranked as the top in Eastern Europe by Universitas 21, 
ahead of Czech Republic, Poland, Slovenia, Russia and Slovakia. The research group sited high Education 
spending as a proportion of GDP compared to other nations as a likely cause of Ukraine having the best 
post secondary system in East Europe. 
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Two STEM offices have been opened in Dnipro. The first was located in the gymnasium № 3, which is on the 
Guli Korolyovoi Street. Students from two neighboring schools, № 118 and № 121, will study here. The 
second classroom was opened at school № 129.

In cooperation with the Department of Humanitarian Policy of the Dnipro City Council and Interpipe 
Ukraine LLC, a decision was made to open innovation classes.

In the Interpipe STEM mechatronic lab, students will practice on mini-models of equipment that is currently 
available at the plant. Reduced simulation of the real equipment of the Dnipro pipe rolling industry, works 
and designers have become an integral part of school life of students.

Groups of students work according to separate curriculum. Students will be able to use this knowledge in 
the future. Perhaps it will affect the choice of profession: the skills acquired in the mechatronics class will 
allow these children to develop industry in our city.

The classroom is equipped with the latest laptops, furniture and necessary training equipment.

Programmers and mechatronics are the specialists that industrial companies desperately need

Office «Іnterpipe STEM mechatronic lab»

Education
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У Дніпрі відкрито два STEM-кабінети. Перший розташувався у гімназії № 3, що по вул. Гулі Корольової. 
Тут вчитимуться учні й двох сусідніх шкіл – № 118 та № 121. Другий такий кабінет запрацював у школі № 
129. 

У співпраці з департаментом гуманітарної політики Дніпровської міської ради та ТОВ «Інтерпайп 
Україна» було досягнуто рішення про відкриття нових інноваційних класів.

У кабінеті «Іnterpipe STEM mechatronic lab» школярі практикуватимуться на мінімоделях обладнання, 
яке нині є на заводі. Зменшена симуляція справжнього обладнання дніпровської трубопрокатної 
промисловості, роботи та конструктори стали невід’ємною частиною шкільного життя учнів.

Групи школярів працюють за окремими навчальними планами. Ці знання учні зможуть використати у 
майбутньому, можливо, це вплине на вибір професії: навички, отримані у кабінеті мехатроніки,               
дозволять цим дітям розвивати промисловість у нашому місті

Клас забезпечено новітніми ноутбуками, меблями та необхідним для навчання обладнанням.

Програмісти і мехатроніки — це ті спеціалісти, які надзвичайно потрібні промисловим компаніям

Кабінет «Іnterpipe STEM mechatronic lab»

Освіта

Office «Іnterpipe STEM mechatronic lab»
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Culture

Dnipro is famous for its rich and active cultural life, has 8 theaters, 5 museums, 3 
concert halls, 86 libraries, 10 cinemas, 16 clubs

One-man show "The Scream"
Dnipro Theater 
Opera and Ballet

Dnipro House of Organ and 
Chamber Music 

Dnipro Philharmonic named after L. Kogan
Theatre of Ukrainian Drama 
named after Taras Shevchenko 

Dnipro Theater of Drama 
and Musical Comedy 

Art Center «Kvartira» Center for Contemporary Culture Art Gallery "Artsvit" 

Ukrainian Diaspora Library 
named after John McCain Museum of Ukrainian Painting Art Museum 
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Dnipro National Historical Museum named after 
D. Yavornitsky

Dnipro Academic Ukrainian Music and Drama Theater 
named after Taras Shevchenko

Museum centre of 0. Blavatska and her family 

The museum "Literary Dnipro" Museum "Jewish Memory and Holocaust in Ukraine" 

Technical Museum "Time Machines"

Museum of civil feat of Dnipropetrovsk residents 
in the events of the anti-terrorist operation

National Center for Aerospace Youth Education 
named after O.M. Makarov



˜ °˛˝˙ˆˇ˘ ою Імперією і Польщею у XVI-XVIII ˇ °.

Culture

Remember and respect - these two principles lie in the philosophy of identity of Dnipro. The city authorities, in 
fruitful cooperation with scientists, archaeologists, local historians, and ordinary citizens, have created a 
museum that demonstrates the entire path of Dnipro city. The path from a small settlement to the city of a 
millionaire. The path has developed not in itself, but thanks to specific people and events. 
Museum of Dnipro city History is an institution that has gathered in its walls all the stages of formation of the 
modern Dnipro. On the way to the modern metropolis, the city overcame many obstacles that the museum 
demonstrates.
Using interactive technologies, Museum of Dnipro city History is a modern educational institution that is 
accessible and interesting tells about the historical events that influenced the development of the city. From a 
small village to an industrial center, from a closed city to the space capital, from the battles of 1941 to the 
outpost in 2014. The museum absorbed and reflected not only the events that took place in Dnipro city, but 
also those that changed the city forever. Today, on the ground floor of the museum there are five halls 
equipped with a modern speaker system, projectors and information panels. There are modern interactive 
exhibitions, "live" photos of Alexander Paul and his family, photos of the city flood of the early twentieth 
century. and many other modern solutions. The museum has more than 3,000 exhibits that make up the 
historical composition. Currently, the museum has 5 exhibition halls, each of which covers a certain area of 
urban life (architecture, culture, society, trade and the hall "Dnipro, bridges, rapids"). The museum is located in 
the Governor's House, located in the city center.
For a long time, the museum's exposition was collected not only by specialists and professional museologists, 
but also by ordinary residents of Dnipro city - anyone could give to the museum something that demonstrates 
a certain stage of the city's development - a historic building brick, war shells from 2014, military helmet from 
1944, ceramic tableware from the era of Catherine II, etc. 
Among the artifacts of the museum - Ekaterinoslav brick, piano of the early twentieth century, educational 
documents, pharmacy glasses, Ekaterinoslav publications. The museum also houses artifacts from 
archeological excavations in Sevastopol Park, trade accessories, products of local shops.
From now on, the city has another place where you can stop time and explore every second of the history of 
Dnipro. Expositions of the Museum of the History of Dnipro

28

Museum of Dnipro city History
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Dnipro Planetarium
Even such a majestic and ambitious goal as space begins with a small child. Education in Dnipro has always 
been a priority in the development of urban infrastructure. But from now on the city has an innovative and 
modern center that will easily and efficiently tell the smallest inhabitants of Dnipro about the space 
achievements of the city and the greatest mystery of humanity - space.

The planetarium in Dnipro was built in Soviet times. However, times passed and there was no opportunity to 
upgrade the infrastructure. Now, after years of painstaking and resourceful work, the Dnipro Planetarium is 
the most modern educational project in Ukraine.

The city authorities together with the public organization "Noosphere Association" have implemented an 
ambitious educational project. The Planetarium is a complex technological institution, which through 
numerous expositions tells about how the world was created, what influence space has on the planet, how 
man conquered the universe and what role Dnipro plays in this.

 Interactive exhibition "Dnipro planetarium."
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Culture

International Foundation "Cultural Capital"

For the development of culture and art in Dnipro city, the International Foundation "Cultural Capital" was 
established. The status of a closed city in Soviet times destroyed art and culture for many years. However, 
the talent and potential of Dnipro residents cannot be restrained and now is the time for his triumph. The 
International Foundation "Cultural Capital" issues grants of hundreds of thousands of hryvnias for the 
organization of art projects, organizes flagship international festivals and sells its own media about culture 
and life in Dnipro "KUST". The biggest festivals are BezViz - the festival of the year and pop music; Jazz on 
the Dnipro is an international jazz festival, and Bookspace is the largest book festival in Ukraine.



Jazz on Dnipro

The international legendary festival, which was revived after years of decline, is the most important cultural 
event of Dnipro every year.

There is no festival in the world where the most outstanding stars of world jazz gathered on one small and cozy 
stage. Winners of the "Grammy" and other prestigious music awards have repeatedly surprised residents and 
guests of Dnipro.

Historically, the festival appeared in Dnipro decades ago. Year after year, he demonstrated to the city the 
subtle nature of independent jazz. Each composition that was heard on the Dnipro stage strengthened the 
cultural brand of Dnipro.

After going through difficult times, Jazz on Dnipro again becomes a Ukrainian and European leader in jazz 
music. The main jazz stage of Ukraine brought together notes of stars from America, Australia and Ukraine. 
Chords that were played on the Monastery Island on Dnipro were brought here from different parts of the 
world to unite in one composition in our city.

The names announced at the festival in Dnipro were heard on all prestigious stages of the world: Grammy and 
Tony Award winner - DI DI Bridgewater, 17-year-old genius of the Hammond organ - Matt Whitaker, cult 
French pianist Jackie TERRASSON, a trendy Australian saxophonist, 
3-time winner of the Downbeat magazine award - TROY ROBERTS.

International Festival "Jazz on Dnipro"
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There are 22 schools of aesthetic education of city subordination in Dnipro. Among them: 17 music schools, 2 
art schools, 1 classical dance school and 2 art schools. In total 7 thousand 877 pupils study in them, among 
them:

- in music and art schools - 6,974 students;
- in art schools - 1,153 students;
- in the school of classical dance - 93 students.

Also in the schools of aesthetic education this school year there were 
248 student creative groups (4,617 students), of which 45 choirs and 
180 vocal and instrumental ensembles of small and large forms, 2 
choreographic groups, 18 orchestras, 3 theater studios "Nadiya 
Theater". Dnipro Children's Music School № 3, musical theater 
"Magician" Dnipro Children's Music School № 14, "Children's Music and 
Drama Theater" Dnipro School of Ukrainian Culture and Arts named 
after Oles Honchar).
A total of 182 groups, 1592 students-soloists, 50 students-
choreographers and 384 works of art of students of schools of aesthetic 
education in Dnipro took part in prestigious professional international 
and national competitions and festivals, of which 1529 became 
winners, including international - 751 (in including 14 Grand Prix), all-
Ukrainian - 659 (including 22 Grand Prix).
139 students, 4 groups, 42 students of art departments took part in 
regional and regional competitions during the academic year, 99 of 
them became winners (including 1 Grand Prix).
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"Dnipro Children's Music School № 3" of Dnipro City Council

Culture
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Dnipro rocket Park

Sensational summer sailing

Dnipro's status  as the capital of the rocket program 
brought it a definition in the twentieth century "Rocket 
City". You can catch a flavor of this locally produced 
ballistic brilliance by visiting Dnipro's dedicated Rocket 
Park complex, which boasts a number of giant exhibits 
guaranteed to thrill fans of sapce. The park reminds 
that the Dnipro remains the capital of the space 
industry of Ukraine and an important player in the 
international rocket and space industry.

Who needs the seaside when you have one of the world's biggest and most beautiful rivers running right 
through the middle of town? The Dnipro River serves as a giant playground for the entire city and is an 
endless source of entertainment. Sailing is a popular pastime and visitors in the spring and summer 
months will see dozens of pleasure boats cruising up and down the river. 

Tourism

Throughout its history, Dnipro has always been home to a wide 
variety of different religious communities. This cosmopolitan 
heritage is reflected in the presence of numerous houses of worship 
that continue to coexist and function in the city. For example, 
visitors will find a range of different Ukrainian Orthodox, Catholic, 
and Protestant churches to explore. The city's diverse religious 
traditions have helped to create a culture of tolerance while 
providing a welcoming environment for people of all faiths. 

St. Catherine's Lutheran Church

Dnipro Rocket Park



Tourism

Square "Prybereznyi"

Renovated pedestrian zone on Korolenko Street

Renovated pedestrian zone on Yavornytskoho Street

Dnipro is a city attractive for tourists. The city is located on the banks of the Dnipro river in an area rich in 
natural beauty and immersed in the Ukrainian Cossack traditions. Today, Dnipro offers a wide range of 
recreation and leisure, which make it an interesting place for tourists.

Сквер "Прибережний"

Modern, comfortable and new square in Dnipro, 
which has become the most important and most 
innovative place for recreation on the right bank of 
the city. Modern lighting, exotic plants, safe 
attractions and a smart approach to urban design 
have done everything to make citizens feel the 
benefits of a modern recreational area on the 
banks of Dnipro.

The city is actively and decisively moving towards 
European living standards. Closing the overcrowded 
part of the city and giving it to pedestrians for good 
is an advanced urban practice that is being 
implemented in all cities of Ukraine. Korolenka Street 
in the city center has become a favorite pedestrian 
zone. It combines areas for creativity, modern 
lighting and a safe inclusive environment.

Pedestrian zone on Korolenko Street

Recently, another modern pedestrian zone appeared 
in Dnipro - Yavornytskoho Street. Using the latest 
urban trends, the street has become a real complex 
with children's areas, recreation areas, pedestrian and 
bicycle paths. During the reconstruction of the 
street, the most modern construction technologies 
and design solutions were used.
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Туризм

Сквер "Прибережний"

Оновлена пішохідна зона на в лиці Короленка

Оновленна пішохідна зона на в лиці Яворницького 

Дніпро - ц˝ місто, привабливе для туриста. Місто розташоване на ̆ ˝˙˝ зі рі“°ˇ Дніпро ̨  районі, багатом
природними красотами і зануреном ˛ українські ° озацькі традиції. Сьогодні Дніпро пропон ’ широкий 
вибір відпочинку і дозвілля, які роблять його 
цікавим місцем для туристів.

Сквер "Прибережний"

˜ учасний, ° омфортний та новий сквер 
Дніпрі, € о став найголовнішим та                 
найінноваційнішим місцем для відпочинк
на правом ˘˝˙˝ зі міста. ˜ учасне           
освітлення, ˝° зотˇ чні рослини, ˘˝ зпечні 
атракціони та роз мний підхід до 
урбаністˇ чного дизайн зробили вс˝, € об 
містяни від“ ли перевагˇ сучасної 
рекреаційної зони на березі Дніпра.

Місто активно та ріш “˝ крок ’ до                    
європейських стандартів життя. 
ˆ˝˙˝°˙ˇ тˇ перенавантажен частин міста 
та назавжди віддатˇ ‘‘ ° ористування             
пішо одам - ц˝ передова урбаністˇ чна    
практˇ° а, € о має реалізов ’ ться ˛ сіх 
містах України. • лиця Короленка центрі 
міста стала улюбленою пішохідною зоною.
• она поєдн ’ ˛ собі зони для творчості, 
сучасне освітлення та ˘˝ зпечне інклюзивне 
с˝˙˝ довищ˝.

Пішохідна зона на вулиці Короленка

Нещодавно в Дніпрі з’явилася ще одна сучасна 
пішохідна зона - вулиця Яворницького. 
Використовуючи новітні урбаністичні тенденції, 
вулиця перетворилася на справжній комплекс з 
дитячими зонами, зонами відпочинку, пішохідною 
та велосипедною доріжками. Під час реконструкції 
вулиці використовувалися найсучасніші будівельні        
технології та дизайнерські рішення.
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Monastery island

Grand Hotel "Ukraine"

The capital of extreme water sports in Ukraine

Part of the Shevchenko Park. The island is connected to 
the city by a pedestrian bridge (in the northern part). 
On the island for entertainment to your attention a 
wide range of interesting places - from sunny beaches, 
aquarium and summer festival grounds to the 
monumental church that rises above Dnipro. In 
addition, a lot of picturesque views of the city and the 
Dnipro river.

It was built in 1910 - 1913 according to the project 
of P. Fetisov and V. Khrinnikov in the style of 
Ukrainian modernism. One of the largest houses 
in the country, designed in this style with the 
most clearly expressed ideological program - 
honoring the Zaporozhian Cossacks. Despite the 
simplification of architectural solutions in the 
post-war restoration retains numerous decorative 
elements of the early twentieth century. 
Occupied by the Ukraine Hotel. The silhouette of 
the corner tower is one of the city's business 
cards.

Dnipro is home to Ukraine's largest aquatic sports complex, the Sentosa Cable Park. The park is popular for 
wakeboarding and water skiing. It has already gained a reputation beyond Ukraine as a venue for 
international competitions. Sentosa Cable Park boasts state-of-the-art facilities and offers a dose of 
adrenaline close to the city center. This is an extremely popular hangout during the summer season and is a 
great place to improve your waterski skills with the help of qualified instructors. 

Monastery island

Grand Hotel "Ukraine"

Sentosa Cable Park
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In 2020, the overhaul of the Municipal Out-of-School Educational Institution "Specialized children's and youth 
sports school of the Olympic reserve № 3" of Dnipro city council was completed . The institution is the best 
sports school in Ukraine in athletics. The stadium is equipped with a two-layer rubber coating, a throwing sector 
has been installed, and a recovery center has been repaired. Major repairs were made in the sports game hall for 
training in jumping athletics and all-around, in the strength training hall. The roof was replaced, the facade of 
the house was insulated, and the windows were replaced. After the renovation, new furniture was purchased 
and the art design of the school was made, which made it even brighter and more interesting for children.

21 sports schools are subordinated to the Department of Sports of the Department of Humanitarian Policy 
of the Dnipro City Council, including 12 children's and youth sports schools and 9 children's and youth 
sports schools of the Olympic reserve.
11,477 pupils study in the city's sports schools, 564 coaches-teachers work. During 2020, pupils of sports 
schools won 1,627 medals, including 694 gold.
Currently, 365 students are members of the national teams of Ukraine in sports, five Dnieper athletes 
have received a license to participate in the 2021 Olympic Games in Tokyo.
The Department of Sports of the Department of Humanitarian Policy of the Dnipro City Council 
cooperates with 60 sports federations of the city, of which 33 - from Olympic and 27 - from non-Olympic 
sports. Together with the federations, more than 200 competitions of different levels are held every year:

200 city championships, cups and tournaments in various sports; 
40 competitions of the All-Ukrainian level;
10 competitions of international level.

Sport
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International competitions: European Triathlon Cup, European and World Water Skiing Championships, 
DNIPRO MARATHON.
For 2021, a scholarship is paid to 43 athletes of the city, of which 8 are in the elite group.
Over the past 5 years, 484 children's playgrounds, 132 gyms, 58 workouts, 13 basketball courts and 41 
football fields have been set up (104 playgrounds, 11 workout playgrounds and 32 training grounds have 
been installed in 2020).

Also, the Department of Sports of the Department of Humanitarian Policy of the Dnipro City Council is subordinated 
to 5 municipal enterprises of sports profile:
Municipal Enterprise "Water Sports Complex" of the Dnipro City Council - a base for Olympic training of athletes. On 
the basis of the enterprise there is the best rowing canal in Ukraine, where every year the most important 
competitions of the country in rowing, kayaking and canoeing, water skiing take place. The Municipal Enterprise 
promotes the organization and conduct of training meetings on the basis of the enterprise..
Municipal Enterprise "Sport-Invest" of the Dnipro City Council  - on the basis of the enterprise there is a stadium 
named after P. Laika, which is currently being completed. The stadium will have a certificate of the International 
Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF) for the second category and will become the main sports arena of the city 
of Dnipro, the region, as well as the whole Ukraine. Municipal enterprise promotes the organization and conduct of 
competitions, training in football, basketball, hand-to-hand combat, boxing and sports dances on the basis of the 
enterprise.
Municipal Enterprise "Dnipro Volleyball Club" of the Dnipro City Council has a Dnipro volleyball team, the team is 
part of the Super League. The company promotes team participation in high-level competitions.
Municipal Enterprise "Sport-Dnipro" of the Dnipro City Council - is engaged in the installation and repair of 
playgrounds in the city. Constantly conducts an inventory of sites located in the city, forms a list of those where 
repairs are required.







Medicine

All outpatient clinics of primary health care centers in the city of Dnipro are computerized and connected to 
the Internet - from registries to offices of family doctors, pediatricians and therapists. Patients have the 
opportunity to electronically register for an outpatient appointment. In addition, each primary care physician 
is provided with a personal smartphone with guaranteed payment for the use of mobile services for 
maximum accessibility of communication with patients.

In 2020, UAH 121,311,832 was allocated from the city budget for the overhaul of the entrance group of 
nine medical institutions:

Municipal non-profit enterprise “Dniprovsky center of 
primary medical care № 2” of Dnipro city council

Communal non-profit enterprise "Dniprovsky center of 
primary medical care №4" of Dnipro city council

Municipal institution "Dnipro Center of Primary Health 
Care №9"

This has significantly 
improved the conditions of 
medical care, increased 
comfort for medical staff and 
the population, in particular 
for less mobile groups.

Plans for 2021
In 2021, it is planned to purchase X-ray machines (5 units) for the secondary level, which will also be 
located in the Primary Care Centers.
In 2020, within the framework of the program, UAH 134,070,067 was allocated to support the primary 
level. The city will continue to support the primary level, so in 2021 it is planned - 156,439,886 UAH.
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12 Primary Health Care Centers
9 Specialized medical institutions, hospitals (1 children's, 1 maternity hospital, 5 hospitals, 2 dental clinics)

Technologies

Repairs



Медицина

˜ °˛ ˝˙ˆ ˇ ˘˝ торії центрів первинної медико-санітарної  опомоги ˙ ˛°т˝ Дніпра комп’ютеризовані т˝ 
підключені  о мережі інтернет – починаючи з реє° тратур, закінчуючи кабінетами сімейних лікарів, пе ˛˝ -
трів т˝ терапевтів. Пацієнти мають можливість електронного записˇ на ˝˙ˆ ˇ ˘˝ торний прийом. Окрім 
того, кожен лікар первинної ланки забезпечений особистим смартфоном з гарантованою оп˘˝ тою за 
користування мобільними пос˘ угами д˘ я максимальної доступності зв`язку з пацієнтами.

В 2020 році з міського бю жетˇ ˆ ˇ ло виділено 121 311 832 грн на прове ення капіт˝ льного ремонтˇ 
вхідної групи дев’яти лікувальних закладів:

Комунальне некомерційне підприємство “Дніпровський центр первинної 
медико-санітарної допомоги ‘  2” Дніпровської міської ради

Комунальне некомерційне підприємство "Дніпровський центр первинної 
медико-санітарної допомоги ‘ 4" Дніпровської міської ради

Комунальний заклад "Дніпровський центр первинної 
медико-санітарної допомоги ‘ 9"

Це значно покращило умови 
надання медичної допомоги, 
підвищило комфорт для 
медичного персоналу та 
населення, зокрема для 
маломобільних груп 
населення. 

Плани на 2021 рік
˜ 2021 році заплановане придбанн“  ˘ “ вторинної ланки рентген апаратів (5 ’ т.), š о також ˆ ˇ  ˇ ть 
знаходитись в Центрах первинної допомоги.
В 2020 році, в рамках програми, на підтримку первинної ланки бˇ ло виділено 
134 070 067 грн. Місто й надалі підтримуватиме первинну ланкˇ , так в 2021 році 
заплановано – 156 439 886 грн.
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12 Центрів первинної медико-санітарної допомоги 
9 Спеціалізованих медичних установ, лікарень (1 дитяча, 1 пологовий будинок, 5 лікарень,                         
2 стоматологічні поліклініки)

• ехнології

‡емонти
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Currently, the city of Dnipro is undergoing 3 large-scale reconstructions of hospitals. Of them:

NP "City Hospital №16» DCC
- in the 3rd quarter of 2021 it is planned 
to complete the reconstruction of the 
hospice department of the hospital (113 
Peremohy Street), which is carried out at 
the expense of the regional budget.
Funds are allocated from the city budget 
for equipping with furniture and new 
equipment. It is also planned to 
completely replace the hospital elevator 
in the main building of the hospital at 19 
B. Khmelnytsky Ave.

KNP "Clinical Emergency Hospital" DCC - 4 buildings of the hospital were reconstructed and repaired at 
once:
      Reconstruction of the hospital's admission department is currently underway. Funds are allocated from 
the city budget for the purchase of equipment (more than UAH 33 million).
      By the end of October, it is planned to complete the reconstruction of a 5-storey building (2-5 floors) at 
the expense of the regional UKS. Funds are allocated from the city budget for the purchase of equipment 
(more than UAH 34 million).
      It is planned to reconstruct the 1st floor and the operating nine - storey building at the expense of the 
regional UKS. Funds are allocated from the city budget for the purchase of equipment (more than UAH 31 
million). By the end of the 2nd quarter, it is planned to carry out repairs in 2 rooms of the 7-storey building 
with the installation of 2 new devices - X-ray and mammogram.

KNP "City Children's Clinical Hospital №5" DCC - Children's Hospital is currently located at  29 V. 
Antonovycha st., while in the main building (Akinfieva Street, 5) capital reconstruction proceeds, at the 
expense of the regional budget. The reconstruction is planned to be completed by the end of 2021. 
Currently, the hospital plans to purchase equipment and furniture for the new premises of the children's 
hospital.

A total of 10 new X-ray machines, 1 computer tomograph and 1 modern mammograph are planned 
to be installed in the city in 2021.





City 
development 
strategy



City development strategy

Dnipro is a city that develops year after year and never stops. Dnipro's development strategy is clear plans 
and tasks set by all city residents: city authorities, business, culture, sports and ordinary residents.

The global and long-term goal of the strategy is to transform the city into a metropolis by 2030, one of the 
world's top ten rocket development centers, the number one by numbers of IT company in Ukraine, 
implementing large-scale infrastructure projects to improve the quality of life.

Such an ambitious goal can be achieved only by uniting the efforts of everyone who lives and works in 
Dnipro. Therefore, it was decided to divide the strategy into three main areas and identify specific steps 
and objectives to achieve global ambition:

innovation 
comfort 
identity

Dnipro Embankment

Direction Innovation  

The city of Dnipro must develop through new technologies and innovations. This should lead to rapid growth 
in the economy, education and science. When technological devices are produced in Dnipro, when the city 
becomes a powerful R&D center for Ukraine, then it can be argued that Dnipro rightfully remains the space 
capital of Ukraine.

The Soviet space heritage of Dnipro is a great opportunity and prospect, but a great responsibility and hard 
work. Thousands of workers in the space industry in Dnipro are able to invest their own efforts every day to 
achieve a result that will affect the space industry in the world.
Yuzhnoye SDO, Pivdenmash, Firefly, SETS and many other large and small enterprises are already aiming to 
revive space in the city. Dnipro city is already becoming a magnet for people from all over the world who 
prefer to produce space devices and technologies on their own. Dnipro`s universities focus on the 
development of faculties that graduate specialists in the space industry. All in order for the city to dominate 
the planet again.
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Стратегія розвитку міста

˜°˛˝˙ˆ - ˇ ˛˘то, що рік за роком розвивається та нікˆ ли не зупиняється на дˆ˘ яг° утˆˇ у. Стратег˛я 
розвитку Дніпра - це чіткі плани та завдання, щˆ ˘ тав ять собі на меті усі мешканці м˛˘та: міська влада, 
бізнес, культура, спорт та пересічні мешканці. 

Глобальною та довгˆ˘ троковою метою стратегії - є до 2030 року перевт˛лення м˛˘та у мегаполіс, щˆ 
вхˆ дить дˆ  есятки світових центрів з розвитку ракетобу ування, що займає перше місце в Україні за 
кількістю ІТ компаній, що запровадš ує масштабні інфраст˙ уктурні проєкти д я поліпшення якˆ˘ т˛ 
життя.

’ аку амбіт° у ціль моš ливо дˆ˘ ягти лише об’єднавши зуси я кˆ жного, хто живе та працює в Дніпра. 
’ ˆˇ у було вирішено по ˛ лити стратегію на три основні напрямки та виокремити конкретні кроки та 
завдання д я дˆ˘ ягнення глобальної амбіції:
     інноваційність
     кˆˇ€ˆ˙ т
     ˛ ентичність

Набережна Дніпра

Напрямок Інноваційність

•˛˘ тˆ ˜°˛˝˙ˆ має розвиватися ш яхˆˇ нових технолог˛† та інновацій. ‡ е має призвести ˆ ˘ трімкогˆ 
˙ˆ˘ ту в екˆ°ˆˇ іці, освіт˛ та науці. …̂ли в ˜°˛˝˙˛ вироб ятимуть технолог˛чні пристрої, кˆ ли ˇ ˛˘тˆ ˘ тане 
˝ˆ тужним R&D цент˙ˆˇ я “ країни, тˆ  ˛ ˇˆ жна бу е ˘ твер š увати, ˆ ˜°˛˝˙ˆ за правом залишається 
кˆ˘ˇ ˛чною стˆ лицею України.

—адянське кˆ˘ˇ ˛чне надбання Дніпра - це великі ˇˆ š ливост˛ та перспективи, ˝˙ˆ те велика                               
відповідальність та тяжка робота. ’ исячі працівників кˆ˘ˇ ˛чної га узі у Дніпра ˘˝˙ˆˇˆ š°˛ щˆ  ° я                  
інвестувати власні сили д я здобуття результату, що вплине на кˆ˘ˇ ˛чну інду˘ трію у світ˛.
…– Південне, Південмаш, Fire⁄y , SETS та багатˆ інших великих та малих підприємств вš е зараз ˘ тав ять 
˘ обі на мет˛ відро š ення кˆ˘ˇˆ˘ у в ˇ ˛˘т˛. ‹š е зараз ˜°˛˝˙ˆ ˘ тає маг°˛ тˆˇ я кадрів з усьогˆ світу, які 
воліють власними силами вироб яти кˆ˘ˇ ˛чні пристрої та технології. Дніпровські університети беруть 
фоку˘ на розвиток факультетів, щˆ випускають спеціа ˛˘ тів кˆ˘ˇ ˛чної га узі. ‹ ˘ е я тогˆ, щоб ˇ ˛˘тˆ знов 
майорило над планетою?
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Direction Comfort

Dnipro city is first and foremost about people. One million people feel that the city is improving and 
changing every day. New parks and squares, comfortable utilities, quality roads and infrastructure are just a 
small part of the work behind the comfort of every Dnipro`s resident.

The city authorities are investing more and more resources so that the average citizen can feel comfortable in 
the city: the streets are open to pedestrians, new public transport routes are being developed, new 
recreational areas are being restored and created.

Dnipro is called a “city for people”  thanks to the openness of the city authorities, Dnipro residents are able to 
influence the city infrastructure with their decisions and efforts. The “Participation Budget” project was 
developed, in the framework of which Dnipro residents choose which city initiatives to implement and which 
should be postponed for the future. Thus, the priorities of the city's modernization are chosen not by the 
administration, but by the community itself.

Landscape of the Dnipro embankment

For many years, Dnipro was a closed city, which was not even on the maps. Because of this, the gray industrial 
giant had neither a face nor features. But times have changed and every year the city demonstrates to the 
world its identity: historical, scientific, cultural.

The majestic face of the city is the figure of Alexander Paul - the founder father of Dnipro city. It was he who 
once made the first push that began to move cities from a small town to a city of millions.

Now Dnipro is a tourist-attractive city with its own voice, colors and mood.

Direction Identity





Projects
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Industrial park

Components of the industrial park

Location of the industrial park

4,6 км City center

21,2 км International airport
DNK, class 4C

3,8 км River port

•Navigation: Mar-Dec
•Throughput: 5,7 mln. tons
•3 cargo terminals, 16 piers
•Draught – up to  4 m

3,1 км Railway station
—  Junction Station "Nizhnedneprovsk"
— Customs terminal, cargo processing terminals for 3 t, 5 t; 20 and 40-feet containers (distance - 3,1 km)

zone of industrial enterprises - 30 hectares

exhibition area with a concert hall for 5,000 visitors - 4.0 hectares, with a total area of 14,000 m2

zone of public building of the industrial park (administrative premises of the park management company; 
innovative business incubator; center of professional innovative education; office premises of participants; 
catering establishments, service) - 2.5 hectares;

zone of green areas (sanitary protection zones) - 13.5 hectares;

public buildings (shopping and entertainment center, showrooms, hotel) - 1.0 ha
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Project characteristics

General need for investment

General investments in road transport and engineering networks

Total area

The total area of industrial enterprises

Lease of land for a period of 5 to 45 years with the possibility of redemption

$158 mln

$15,5 mln 

60,0 h

200 000 м2

Benefits for residents

Exemption from payment of import duty on 
components, equipment and machines that are not 
produced in Ukraine for economic activities within the 
industrial park

Establishing a minimum amount of rent for land

Benefits from real estate tax (non-industrial buildings) 
and land tax

Good location
Downtown (near center)

Near Highway Dnipro - Kharkiv

 Nizhnedneprovsk railway node station  

Suburban bus station

Public transport

Availability
38 land plots with cadastral numbers 

road transport and engineering networks 

qualified staff

projected electrical capacity of 20 MW

adjacent other production sites

Management company services
individual approach to land selection

land plots on the territory of the industrial 
park are ready for design and construction 
works

provision of services within the IP on the 
principle of "single window"

centralized connection to engineering 
networks

legal assistance

PR services

security

maintenance, logistics

ancillary services



The most resonant objects of the city

Alef Estate 

Luxury-zone quarter buildings: Katerynoslavsky Boulevard, Cascade Plaza IFC, Bosphorus TDK, Enigma 
IFC, Katerynoslavsky Residential Complex

Quarterly buildings of the central part of the city: TC "MOST-City", TDK "New Center", BC "Prism".

Implementation of shopping malls in densely populated areas of the Dnieper and the region: TC in the 
quarter of Chaplenko / Pastera streets, TC "Nasha Pravda", TC "Terra" (Kryvyi Rih).

Alef Estate has been successfully operating in the Ukrainian market since 2001 and is one of the leaders in 
the field of commercial and residential real estate. The company has a successful experience of system real 
estate management: creation of concepts, design, construction and operation of business centers of class 
"A", shopping and entertainment centers, residential complexes, multifunctional facilities, etc.

Today the company has implemented 11 shopping centers, 5 business centers, 4 residential complexes, 2 
pedestrian boulevards. The projects have become significant for the Dnipro and the whole of Ukraine. Also 
in development are many new facilities, which step by step will make the city of Dnipro even more 
competitive in the real estate market of the country.
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Objects under construction: a course for quarterly construction

Multifunctional complex 
"Ermolaev Center"

Shopping and business complex
"Crossroads"

The most anticipated object of the company, 
which consists of a business center, a residential 
complex, a recreation area and the first 
mechanized multilevel parking lot in the day. The 
modern premium-class complex will be created 
especially for businessmen and business people, 
will allow to combine life and work in one place.

In 2020, the construction of the shopping and 
business complex "Crossroads" began: which is 
a continuation of work on the colossal project 
"Brama". The object will be the first in the 
architectural ensemble of the central part of the 
city. The "Crossroads" complex will consist of 
commercial and office types of real estate. The 
trade part will be a continuation of the most 
famous in the city shopping complex "MOST-
City"

Residential complex "Troitskyi" Apartment Complex "Port City"

Another project of the company, which is a 
successful example of the reconstruction of 
architectural monuments. At the heart of the 
concept of the architect -a combination of 
history and modernity. That is why the former 
apartment house will be complemented by 
elements in the style of eclectic Art Nouveau, 
and next to it will be a modern multi-storey 
part.

Every inhabitant of the metropolis longs for 
beautiful landscapes and natural reliefs. The Port 
City apartment complex is being built for those 
who want to live in synergy with nature and 
enjoy the view from the window. The complex 
consists of 3 blocks of different heights and is 
located on the picturesque embankment of 
Dnipro.

SC "ARTEL"

The construction of the ARTEL shopping center, 
unusual for Dnipro city, continues. It will consist 
of modern and historic buildings, the latter is a 
reconstructed architectural monument of 
national importance. Alef Estate once again 
proves by its example how important it is to 
preserve historical values in modern realities.
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Airport

С°ара Самарь

Construction of the airport has begun. Simultaneously, work began on the construction of the runway and 
the construction of a new terminal.
This project has become a priority, because a modern resort is a dream for the residents of the region. At the 
same time, it is a priority for a region striving for rapid development.
The airport will be modern, safe and technological. It will be able to receive the world's largest aircraft even 
in difficult weather conditions.
The new international terminal and VIP-terminal are being built in a single complex by the investor - the 
Ukrainian industrial and financial group DCH. They will have 6 landing exits. Nearby will be an office 
building for employees of the resort, parking for 1.2 thousand lots.

Construction of the Dnipro's metro is one of the priority areas of development of the construction industry 
of the Dnepropetrovsk region.
Construction of the first stage of the metro in Dnipro began in 1981.
In 1995, the first start-up section of the first stage of the metro from "Kommunarivska" station to "Vokzalna" 
station with a total length of 7.82 kilometers was put into operation, consisting of six stations, an electric 
depot and an engineering building of the metro.
The second launch section from the station "Vokzalna" to the station "Zhovtneva Ploscha" (Historical 
Museum) has a length in two-track calculation - 4,017 km.
The total operational length of the first stage of the subway in two-track calculation is 11.1 km. Due to the 
need to continue the construction of the first phase of the metro in Dnipro under the project "Completion 
of the construction of the subway in Dnipro" between Ukraine and the European Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development concluded a Loan Agreement in the amount of 152.0 million euros and a Financial 
Agreement with the European investment bank in the amount of 152.0 million euros.

Metro



Construction of the coastal part of Dnipro from the Merefo-Kherson bridge to the 
club "Bartolomeo"

Development of the territory located between the Central Railway Station and 
Dnipro embankment

The project provides for the development of an extremely important urban complex, which includes 
public facilities (large sports and concert hall, water sports facilities and yacht clubs, trade and catering 
facilities), residential complexes, as well as a pedestrian bridge to Monastyrsky island where new areas of 
beaches, sports and festivals will be created.

The planned architectural events will take place at the intersection of the most important urban axes - 
the central avenue and the embankment, which emphasizes their uniqueness.

The project provides for the construction on the lands of the former industrial zone of transport facilities (a 
new local railway station in the complex with the Central Bus Station, which are connected by a 
competition with the Central Railway Station, and a new road junction with the Embankment), trade, 
catering, sports, educational and preschool institutions, a residential complex, as well as a hotel and 
exhibition center.

The implementation of this project solves important transport problems of the city.
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Multifunctional «ERMOLAEV CENTER»

Office center “THE CORNER”

The multifunctional complex is part of a complex 
reconstruction of the quarter within Gogol, Patorzhinsky, 
Shevchenko and Pivdenna streets. The work is a 
continuation of the consistent transformation of this part 
of the city into a socially active center. 

The complex consists of a stylobate and three 
volumes of different heights on it. The 4-storey part goes 
to the red line and the division is maximally connected 
with the supporting historical buildings. The volume 
located perpendicular to the street departs from the red 
line by steps. The high-altitude volume is maximally 
immersed in the quarter, is abnormally cut off by the 
existing lane, therefore has an acute-angled shape and 
thus articulates on its curvature.

On the red line there is an office-trade block, high-
rise volume - housing, in a stylobate - the mechanized 
multilevel parking.

The office and residential parts have separate 
entrances: the office part is from Shevchenko Street 
through a well-kept courtyard, and the residential part is 
from an alley.

The project envisages the creation of operated 
roofs, a large green space of common use inside the 
quarter with recreation areas, a playground, which is 
connected by a pedestrian bridge with a yard on a 
stylobate.

The building is part of a comprehensive 
reconstruction of Vykonkomivska Street - one of the 
oldest streets in the city. Being at the intersection 
of two streets Patorzhynskoho and Vykonkomivska - 
it plays the most important role in the perception 
of the whole complex. A characteristic feature of the 
place is the connection of Vykonkomivska Street at 
an acute angle to Patorzhynskoho Street. Another 
feature - adjacent buildings of different heights 9 - 
6, 3 - 2 - storey buildings. These factors formed 
the basis of the formation of the building. The 
object responds to the height of neighboring 
buildings and steps in contact with them. Acuteness 
in the plan gives the chance of movement of steps, 
emphasizes uniqueness of a location. Hence the 
name of the object "TNE CORNER".

Functional purpose of the object - an office 
building with built-in commerce on the first two 
floors. The large difference in height made it 
possible to organize entrances from two streets at 
different levels. The main entrance is from the 
Patorzhinsky street.

Facade materials also respond to the location 
of the object. Clinker bricks and bronze cassettes 
are present in the finish. Brick is present in the 
surrounding historic buildings and brings the new 
object together with the context. On the acute 
corner of the building, three-dimensional masonry on 
vertical pylons is used as the culmination of the 
perception of the object. Bronze is used on the 
upper tiers of the building to visually facilitate the 
perception of the object, it is also accentuated on 
the entrance groups of the first floors.54
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Residential Complex «Katerynoslavsky»

Office center “THE CORNER”

The main objectives of the building are:
- Formation of the western boundary of the foot of the
hill.
- Completion of the formation of the ensemble of
Catherine Boulevard.
- Formation of the FRAME for the Holy Trinity Cathedral to
emphasize its importance in the modern updated
environment.
The residential complex includes: office part (2-6 floors),
housing (8-19 floors).
Facades overlooking the Pivdenna street and Shevchenko
street made with the maximum amount of glazing;
courtyard facades, on the contrary, are as closed as
possible. The upper part of the building from the 16th to
the 19th floor is maximally dematerialized.
-

Pivdenna Street is located in the central district of 
Dnipro. Dimensions of the street: width - about 21 m, length 
- about 200 m; area - 0.46 hectares. The street is formed by
buildings that have been significantly redeveloped over the
last decade. The projected pedestrian boulevard will be a
continuation of the already formed Ekaterinoslavsky
Boulevard. And it will create a chain of pedestrian streets
connecting D. Yavornytskyi Avenue and Zhandarmska
Beam, which in turn will be developed for residential and
public functions in the future.

The boulevard is longitudinally divided into three 
zones: along the building line - transit zones, in the center -
functionally diverse zone. In the central part of the 
boulevard, a curved stream with a depth of 150 mm is 
planned. Two rows of trees have been planted in the central 
part. The lights are mounted on the central axis. Modular 
grid - (4,8х4,8m), types of paving are taken from already 
realized Ekaterinoslavsky boulevard for the maximum 
affinity of perception of existing and projected boulevards.
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OFFICE CENTER on the 20, Starokozatska street  

 Residential complex "LUX"

Reconstruction of the building for the residential 
complex "LUX" is the completion of a long-term 
construction, preserved in 2008. The building was built 
according to the project "Dolnik and Co" made in 2006 
by Alexander Dolnik and Sergei Filimonov.
The design was resumed in 2017 by FILIMONOV & 
KASHIRINA ARCHITECTS.
The building of the residential complex "DELMAR LUX" is 
rectangular in plan 32.0 x 56.0 m with variable floors 
from five to eight to sixteen floors. The eighteen-storey 
part of the building in the depth of the building is 
reduced to five floors to D. Yavornytsky Avenue, 
connecting the cornice with the adjacent existing 
buildings.
The facade of the building on D. Yavornytsky Avenue, at 
a height of three floors, is solved in the form of granite 
columns, which are combined into the granite walls of 
the building starting from the 4th floor. The high-rise 
part of the building, on the side of Knyazya Volodymyra 
Velyky Street, is flanked by a quadrangular tower, in 
which there is a smoke-free stairwell. The tower is 
completed with an openwork glazed metal structure 
that protects the observation deck.
The lower four floors of the building are occupied by a 
shopping center, on the upper floors there are 
apartments with a separate lobby with an entrance from 
the Skorykovsky intersection. The underground floor of 
the building is occupied by a parking lot for 33 cars.

The object is the final corner element of the intersection 
of Starokozatska and Korolenko streets and balances the 
high-altitude composition of the streets. The designed 
object is an office building. On the ground floor there is a 
restaurant with 70 seats, from the second to the fifth floor 
there are offices. On the operated terrace - a summer 
playground. The restaurant's kitchen is located in the 
basement. The designed object has several tiers. The 
lower tier interacts with the adjacent buildings, being in 
line with them and connecting with the articulation of 
the facade. The upper tier on the Starokozatska street - 3, 
4 floors, systematically moved away from the building 
line as they move away from the intersection. On the  
Korolenko street second tier is formed at the level of the 
4th floor, also receding from the front line by 1.5 m.
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The concept of building at the Vykonkomivska street 
The building area is located in the historic center of the 
city, in the first historic area. In 2018 a detailed plan of the 
territory was developed and approved. In connection with 
the emergence of new investment interests on the 
Vykonkomivska street, as well as with the development of 
a specific project proposal for the construction of the 
beam, which does not coincide with the schematic 
proposal of the DPT, there is a need to revise the DPT and 
to develop a general complex of high-rise buildings taking 
into account all facilities located within the quarter. The 
proposal provides for the preservation and expansion of 
the Pivdenny lane, continuing the line of its development 
and connecting it with the Vykonkomivska street near the 
building №35;
The main three-dimensional ideology of forming a large-
scale human environment along the red lines (4-6 floors) 
with increasing number of storeys into the quarter, as well 
as the creation of end-to-end view axes, which reveal the 
improvement of the complex in the beam, emphasizes the 
relief and ; The work involves the installation of several 
objects of different heights. Office center on the 
Vykonkomivska street, 15a, Multifunctional Jewish Center 
on the  Vykonkomivska street., 17, Residential building on 
the Vykonkomivska street, 19-21, Residential building on 
the  Vykonkomivska street, 23-25.

Shopping and business center "CROSSROADS"
The office building is part of a comprehensive 
reconstruction of the bridgehead, as a result of which in 
2008. DOLNIK & CO has developed a multifunctional 
complex "GATE". It consists of 6 buildings, which together 
provide a pedestrian connection of the main avenue with 
the Embankment. This project was developed by a project 
team led by GAP S. Filimonov at the DOLNIK & CO office. 
Due to the economic crisis, the implementation of the 
highest complex in Ukraine at that time was suspended. In 
2019, the design of one of the positions - shopping and 
business center - resumed.
The building is located at the intersection of Glinka and 
Kharkivska streets. Hence the name "CROSSROADS". The 
main idea is to create a passable covered multi-level 
shopping street with a three-storey atrium. Which is 
connected to the neighboring shopping complex on the 
second level by a pedestrian bridge.
Formative component: the intersection of streets is marked 
by the volume of high storeys, and along the street. 
Kharkivska stretches an acute 5-storey volume, which is cut 
by the largest position of the complex - "GATE".
The lower three floors - trade, office lobbies, cafes, high-
rise - office space of various planning structures - open 
space, co-working, separate offices.
The project envisages improvement of Kharkivska Street: 
arrangement of parking spaces, arrangement of bicycle 
paths, planting of trees, arrangement of recreation areas 
and summer playgrounds, variety of coverage.
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Entertainment Complex "Circus Lights"
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The plot is located in the central part of the city of Dnipro 
on the transit road that connects the center and the 
waterfront. It covers part of the circus stylobate and part 
of the area in front of it.
We consider the site as part of a larger association, which 
includes the circus, the area in front of it, the pedestrian 
connection between the city and the river. The 
entertainment complex is seen as an accompanying 
element, as an additional function to the main public 
space. On the square we form a multifunctional 
recreational area with areas of fairs, festivals, recreation, 
photoplaces, a fountain, sculptures, a playground, a skate 
playground.
The main idea of the entertainment complex is the 
formation of new observation points of the main 
dominant - Dnipro river. Additional platforms can be used 
as a mini-stage with an amphitheater. The customer 
negotiates with circus artists about the possibility of 
holding mini-performances on the operated roof, making 
their institution unique, providing work to artists and 
creating a symbiosis of entertainment and circus.
In the complex there is a club and karaoke (ground floor), 
restaurant, children's room (ground floor). On the roof 
there is an observation deck, a seasonal bar.
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